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SPRING FLING REGISTRATION ONLINE
The Tiffany Club’s second big event of the year is now even easier to
register for Spring Fling weekend is May 6-8 at the beautiful Provincetown Inn. All the information about the weekend is available on the club
website of tcne.org along with online registration. Your Hostesses for the
weekend are Winni and Jonel Peterson who always go out of their way to
make sure everybody has a great time. Many people come back year after
year to renew friendships made in previous years. The best rooms are going fast, so signup ASAP. See page 6 for photos and information
2005 GLBT PUBLIC
SPEAKING COURSE

SpeakOut Boston will be holding
its 2005 Spring GLBT Speaker
Training on Saturday April 9th
and Sunday April 10th at the University Lutheran Church, 66 Winthrop Street (Harvard Square)
Cambridge.
SpeakOut Boston has been offering Annual Speaker Trainings for
over 16 years with a main objective being to train new speakers for
our voluntary engagements.
Registration Deadline: April 4,
2005 $75 for two days/$50 for single day. $15 fee for late registrations. (fee includes breakfast and
lunch each day) Contact: Jill Zellmer Co-Chair, Board of Directors
617-450-9776

This is your club. It’s up to you
to make it happen. Active
participation is the key.

NEWS FROM THE TCNE BOARD

Joanie Stratton was elected as
Chair of the First Event Committee
at the February 2005 Board meeting. Joanie was elected to the position in August 2004 when the previous Chair abruptly quit the position. Under Stratton’s leadership,
TCNE had one of it’s most successful First Event programs in
history.
The Board is still in need of a Programs Chair. If you would like to
fill the position, please contact any
Board member on a Tuesday night
or contact the Rosebuds Editor at:
rosebuds@tcne.org. Please put the
word ROSEBUDS in the subject line.

Frances Tells the Story of
her Journey from “Frank to
Frances”
This is a teaser (in the movies
they call it a “trailer”) for Frances’s upcoming multipart series
about her transition experience.
Every transition is unique yet
there are interesting similarities.
In this series, Frances will share

MAKEUP DEMONSTRATION APRIL 5TH IN TCNE
LIVING ROOM
Paula DuBois
the
owner of
owner and
operator of
Esthetique
Salon and her website WWW.
MYESTHETIQUE.COM will be holding a makeup demonstration in
the TCNE living room on Tuesday night April 5th at 7:30PM.
Paula, a former model, is a
licensed esthetician in the states
of MA and NH. She’s a graduate
of Catherine Hinds School of
Esthetics
Advanced
Course. Paula holds a certification in Reconstructive and Corrective Makeup and studied under
David Nicholas (world renown
makeup artist). She’s been owner
and operator of Esthetique Salon
for over 10 years now. We welcome Paula and look for a large
turnout of Members for her presentation. Paula will be using our
own Michelle Morrison for her
demonstration.
her journey with you. She will
reveal family rejection but acceptance by friends and her struggle
to run a business through all of
this. Also she will talk about
what it’s like to be a public figure
where stealth is not an option.
Part one will begin next month
and the series will run for as long
as she has memories to share.
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and it was clear. There were no doors
opening and closing. Everybody was
upstairs. I left in broad daylight and
By Deb Kelly
the only doors that slammed were my
I think we have all heard the exact unit’s door, the outside door, and my
opposite of that saying when we were car door. Today, I decided to go to the
growing up by our parents, but what Prudential Center. There is a good
happened to me is proof that at some Barnes & Nobles located there along
times you can get something for with several nice stores. I was able to
free. The winter of 2004-2005 has get a parking space about 2 minutes
been pretty tough on most of us unless away. I was able to avoid wearing an
you like to ski or you are into overcoat and that probably helped me
perverted forms of pain and agony out further in the story. I got into the
caused by shoveling snow, slipping on Prudential Center, but I had to go to
the stairs or the walk, or pushing the the ladies room to touch up my hair
car out of a snow bank On Sunday, and my make up. From past
March 13, 2005, I have a severe case experience, there are very nice
of cabin fever. I wanted to dress in the bathrooms over at the Sheraton Hotel
worst possible way.
on the main floor and
My girlfriend wanted
...I started to think
they are very clean
to go to the Flower about crashing this event. and safe to use. I
Show in Boston and
walked over near the
she wanted me to go. I thought to escalator at the hotel near the ladies
myself “This would be a good place to room. I observed that there was some
dress, and she will go along with it”. type of convention going on. There
Was I ever wrong, I got shot down on were people who were dressed similar
that when I broached the subject. Late to what I was wearing. There was a
Sunday afternoon, after my girlfriend check in line near the coatroom and
left, I said I am going to dress. there was a sign indicating that this
Thankfully, I shaved my legs on was some type of trade show for
Saturday so I all I needed to do was to seafood products. I saw a man in a
shave my face, which only took a few chef’s hat so I knew that there was
moments. My make up did not take to food there. I went to the ladies room
long to do and it only took a few and on my way in I saw that you
seconds to brush the wig and style it. I could gain access to the show from
dressed in what I call classic Debra. that end. It was roped off, but you
This would be black knee length skirt, could get thru. There was a security
pink blouse, along with a gray jacket. person or staffer there talking to
I had on a lacy black slip underneath someone, but it appeared that they
and black stockings along with were not really paying attention. I
pumps. For some of you that know started to think about crashing this
me, I live in an apartment complex event. I came out of the ladies room
and in my building there are three and started to look a little closely. It
other units. There are several appeared that there were people from
teenagers that live here so there is all over the country attending this so
activity all of the time, there are times there was some confusion with the
that getting out of here can be a real staff. I saw that the security person
challenge, but today has been rather was gone so I headed back to the
quiet. No doors slamming and people direction of the ladies room, but
running up and down the stairs and no instead of taking a right turn, I turned
one in the laundry room next door. I left and went by the rope. I got in with
had just put on my slip and was out any trouble. It turned out that
starting to apply my make up when there was really no security. The only
everybody came back. However, I people wearing badges were the event
wanted to get out. I looked outside staff. These people could learn from

There is a Free Lunch

Continued on Page 6
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
By Cherl Easton

M

aybe you heard
about the 10 year old
girl in Methuen who decided that she was really a he and
came back from school vacation
with a male name and dressed in
male clothing. It was a big story
not only around here, but nationally. Talk shows, newspaper editorials and the like were filled with
this story.
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mother is still carrying the child.
Exactly what happens is not
known, but it is not anything that is
deliberate that it’s simply a natural
hormonal process that effects some
babies differently. I explained to
her that it was important to work
with professionals who have had
experience with Transgendered patients and I was glad that she called
us as we could recommend those
professionals to her.

After running down the list of doctors by area, she selected Christine
Becker who she worked with.
Of course there were charges of
Christine has worked with other
bad child going through a phase,
Trans children and
bad parents, bad
school system al- ...how important it is to give has worked with
lowing the child to of yourself as a Member not only the families and children,
do this, the decline
of TCNE.
but also the school
of the morals in
systems to help make them aware
the entire free world and so on.
of the situation and sensitive to the
Well let me go back about 7
needs of the student.
months ago on a Tuesday night
when it was my turn to cover the
So after the February Vacation, the
desk and be Receptionist for the
10 year old returned to school as a
night at TCNE.
boy and was pretty much accepted
by his classmates who were pretty
Part of the duty is to listen to the
much aware that “she” was more
answer machine for messages left
“he” anyway.
when we’re not around. I called
back a woman who was having
So aside from the media trying to
trouble with her daughter and she
make a scandal out of this story,
explained to me that since being in which I hope will die down, this
her crib, her daughter had rejected
young man has a pretty good hanall things female and insisted on
dle on his future. I wish I had his
wearing boys clothing and wanted
courage when I was 10 years old to
to be called by a boys name. The
know what I really was inside and
parents were beside themselves in
have people support me to become
not knowing what to do and where
the woman I feel inside.
to turn to help their child. So the
I bring this story up for 2 reasons:
Mother placed a call to The Tiffirst to set the record straight about
fany Club for help and I was the
voice on the end of the line talking things you might have read about
to this distraught woman to try and this story. And second to share
with my Sisters how important it is
offer support and direction.
to give of yourself as a Member of
I explained to her that the current
TCNE. Its my biggest thrill to help
feelings of professionals is that a
others who call, e-mail or I meet at
persons gender feelings can be
events to try and help them bemixed up before birth while a
come a more comfortable person.
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There are so many people who are
still in “the closet” and just need to
have some small bit of support to
coax them out. Were all self centered to a degree and we never pass
a mirror without taking a look at
ourselves to see how pretty we are.
But It only takes a small amount of
time to help someone out. One
night a month, the TCNE Board
meets and the phone rings. It never
gets answered until one of the directors gets up from the meeting to
pick it up. And yet we always have
around 10 girls sitting around the
club at that time. Maybe next time,
someone will think of picking up
the phone because they might be
able to help somebody on the other
end who is calling TCNE for help
because they are alone and need
help.
In closing, I want to thank Frances
Cardullo who has worked on the
improvement of the graphics of
this publication. Frances has been
working with me on Microsoft
Publisher to make the newsletter
look like a million bucks. Unfortunately for Frances, I’m a slow student. Please address your comments, thoughts, letters, articles
and so on to our new e-mail address:
rosebuds@tcne.org
Please put the word rosebuds in the
subject line. FYI, my picture is below.
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TRANS NEWS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD
Dr. Judson Lively, a surgeon and
one of Kaiser Permanente's leading Bay Area administrators,
stood nervously before 100 colleagues in a Walnut Creek conference room Tuesday and told them
it was no accident there were butterflies on his black tie.
Lively told them a fable that was
in essence the story of his life, of
being trapped inside the body of
another, yearning for a transformation to be set free. "I stand
here before you today to inform
you of something that I have kept
hidden from the world and virtually everyone else, with the exception of my family, for virtually my entire life," Lively,
flanked by his wife and daughter,
told the hushed crowd. "I'm 48
years old. For over 40 years I
have known that I am a transsexual woman. My heart and soul
really are those of a woman."
In two weeks, the surgeon will
return to work as Dr. Judy Lively,
physician-in-chief for more than
350,000 Kaiser patients, 550 doctors and 6,000 staff in most of
Contra Costa County and part of
Alameda County. She will trade
her ties for scarves, wear subtle
makeup and handmade beaded
jewelry, and finally let her hair
down. Lively is shedding the
male persona she once worked so
hard to cultivate -- Army surgeon, skydiver, whitewater kayaker - and will reemerge not as a
new person but one who has always been there, hidden away.
While some transgender people
take a "stealth" approach to their
transitions -- leaving behind their
old lives to reappear elsewhere as
their new gender -- Lively's

method is becoming more common, as society becomes more
accepting and anti-discrimination
laws are approved.
Lively said she had no choice but
to make a very private decision
public because she doesn't want
to give up the job, home and family she loves. (From SF GATE)…
A Houston transgender woman
has been sentenced to five years
in prison for giving another transgender woman a fatal silicone injection meant to enlarge her
breasts. Guadalupe Camarena
could have faced up to life in
prison after pleading guilty in October to aggravated assault in the
2003 death of 22-year-old Delfino
Gonzalez. Gonzalez was one of
four Houston transgenders who
died in 2003 after undergoing the
illegal procedure they sought as
an alternative to hormone therapy. Silicone injections, which
are not approved or offered by
plastic surgeons, are also much
cheaper than surgery. Gonzalez
died three days after receiving the
injection after the substance entered her bloodstream. Prosecutors said Camarena and others
hosted parties in their homes,
with guests paying up to $200 for
silicone injections. Camarena said
she was unaware of the health
risks and injected silicone into her
own chest. (From wire reports)...
Five months after its previous
executive director stepped down
after less than a year, the Human
Rights Campaign on Wednesday
hired longtime Washington insider Joe Solmonese as president
of the group. He will start on
April 11 and will be paid
$225,000 per year. A Massachusetts native, Solmonese, 40, has
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been chief executive officer of
Emily's List, a Washington group
with a $40 million annual budget
and 85 staffers that helps elect
pro-choice female Democratic
candidates to political office,
since 2003.
April Conference: Breakout
the fight of one in the
struggle for all
NHTREE (New Hampshire
Transgender Resources for Empowerment and Education) is cohosting this years Summit conference with the University of New
Hampshire's Gay Straight Alliance. The conference will be held
April 8, 9 and 10th. Please consider this an open invitation to attend this groundbreaking conference. Keynote speaker Matt Foreman, the Executive Director of
the NGLTF will be presenting on
April 9th at 12L30 PM. Cost to
attend the three day event is a
very low $30.00 Everyone interested in helping to build solidarity
within the GLBT community
should attend.
Fun events such as the Gender
Jam on Friday evening, Drag
show and dance on Saturday
along with a wide array of
workshops and presentations
combine to make this an event not
to miss. Please visit our website
at www.transpride.org or call
Sarah at 877-482-1135 for more
information.
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EDWARDS TWINS COMING TO STONEHAM
THEATRE THIS MONTH
The
Edwards
Twins who look
and sound like
many superstars
including Barbra
Streisand,
Neil
Diamond,
Bette
Eddie Edwards as
Barbra Streisand Midler, and Sonny
and Cher. The
identical twins played a two
month gig at the Arlington Theatre in December and January and
received rave reviews. The pair
does all their own vocals and does
not lip sync any of the vocals.
They were recently featured on
the NBC Today show and play
shows all around the United
States. The Edwards Twins will
perform on Saturday April 23 at
8PM at the Stoneham Theatre.
Tickets are $35.00
per person. If anybody has any interest in going to this
event, please contact Cherl Easton at Anthony Edwards
the club on a Tues- as Elton John
day night or e-mail
her at cherleaston@yahoo.com.
Please put EDWARDS TWINS
in the subject line.

Veronica Vera
Author & Founder
Miss Vera's Finishing School
For Boys Who Want To Be Girls
www.missvera.com
212-242-6449 (vm)
212-989-0906 (office)
See article on page 9

AND NOW A WORD
FROM OUR
SPONSORS
The Laser Skin Center
30 Newbury St.
Boston
617-266-5555
LASERSKINCENTERBOSTON.COM
Models Resale
969 Concord St
Framingham
508-875-9094
MODELSRESALE.COM
Christine Becker L.I.C.S.W.
341 Marrett Rd
Lexington
781-862-6170
Laser Centers of New England
914 Concord St.
Framingham
508-872-5672
LIGHTSPEED-ELECTROLOGY.COM
Glamour Boutique
850 West Side Plaza
Auburn
508-721-7800
GLAMOURBOUTIQUE.COM
Adams Electrology Associates
The LaseAway Center
380 Lowell St
Wakefield
781-245-0005
Dianne Ellaborn LICSW
Framingham
508-788-5406
The Skin Rejuvenation Center
199 Newbury St Rt. 1 N
Danvers
978-777-8181
SKINRC.COM
Grace United Methodist Church
56 Magazine St
Cambridge
617-491-3753
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The Fantasy Girl
603-890-4931
THEFANTASYGIRL.COM
Advanced Electrology and Laser
Reading & Woburn
866-250-7333
ADVANCEDELECTROLOGY.COM
A&A Laser Electrolysis and
Skin Care
815 Washington Street
Newton
617-964-1000
AAELECTROLYSIS.COM
Wigs by Sonja
74 Franklin St
Worcester
508-366-0237
Kathleen’s Skin Care
& Electrolysis
34 Odell Ave
Beverly
978-927-5121
Cardullo’s Gourmet Shoppe
Specialty food and confections
since 1950 (Trans Friendly)
Six Brattle Street
Harvard Square
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-491-8888
CARDULLOS.COM

Tiffany Club Thanks our
sponsors for their
continued support.
Please patronize them.
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Free Lunch continued from Page 1

man in the chef’s hat. There was
another table covered with Alaskan
King Crab legs, oysters that were
being shucked, smoked salmon, and
shrimp. I passed on the crab and the
oysters since not very lady like trying
to eat those in a public area and I
would end up wearing it. However, I
helped my self to the smoked salmon
and the shrimp, which turned out to be
very good. It always taste better when
someone else pays for it. I was giving
thought about trying my luck at the
bar since I got the impression it was
complementary. However, I have a
rule when I am dressed and I am
driving. I generally do not drink so I
passed on it. If you are wondering

our First Event staff.
My stomach at the time was starting
to talk to me in angry tones. I had not
eaten since lunch and it was about
6PM. I went into one of the ballrooms
and observed that there was a cold and
hot buffet laid out along with a bar. I
helped myself to a nice bowl of
seafood chowder with some oyster
crackers. Not bad at all especially
when you do not have to pay for it.
The chowder it appeared was made
with fish or clams from the Pacific. It
was good, but I prefer New England
style myself. Thank God it was not
Manhattan style.
I then went to the area where I saw the
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about Barnes & Noble, I did go there
and perused some of the selections in
the history section for a while. Not a
bad way to end a meal, but to have a
meal for your mind by reading. When
I was leaving Barnes & Noble, I saw
an attractive lady in a skirt very
similar to mind and I was following
her for a little bit admiring the scenery
of her legs. That was a meal for
Debra’s brother. This was proof that
sometimes you can get a free lunch.
Deb Kelly is a Contributing Writer for Rosebuds.

Tiffany Club of New England Presents it’s...

2005 Spring Fling

Fun’D’Raiser
Friday, May 6 – Sunday, May 8, 2005
Provincetown, MA
Come and join the Tiffany Club of New England, Inc. for 2005 Spring Fling held at the Provincetown Inn,
Provincetown, MA.
Back by popular demand DJ Brenda R will be rock in’ the house Friday and Saturday nights.
There is plenty to do in Provincetown; you can go shopping in the many quaint shops in the downtown area,
you can go bicycling, dune riding or even whale watching.
Registration form at www.tcne.org

AS AN ADDED ENTICEMENT, HERE ARE SOME PHOTOS OF THE BEAUTIFUL PROVINCETOWN INN

Aerial View of the Property

Pool Area

Loby

Cape Dip Decks with the Pilgrim Monument

Time is running out - go online to register for a great weekend event

www.tcne.org
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and he can still drop some pretty
substantial crumbs to people who
In Harvard Square, a sign and a
declare their undying loyalty. . . .
tempest at a tea shop
If I had a marquee, I'd support
By Avi Steinberg, Globe Correspondent
him, too."
March 27, 2005
Cardullo, who has never put up a
Harvard President Larry Summers, political sign before, transitioning
who's been in hot water recently four years ago from being
for his comments regarding ''Frank" to ''Frances." Her gender
women in the sciences, has found a transformation puts her in a
friend.
unique position to weigh in on
Frances Cardullo, who runs the Summers's controversial observavenerable Harvard Square institu- tions.
tion Cardullo's Gourmet Shoppe, ''Some could say that the guy in
gave Summers a boost by placing me is defending him. Not so. If
this message on Cardullo's famed nothing else, I am more attuned to
marquee: ''Much Ado About Noth- the differences in the genders,"
ing: We Support Dr. Summers." she said. ''I think he was just misCardullo said she felt compelled to interpreted."
say something to end
Cheryl Nielen, 34,
...transitioning four stood outside her
what she sees as
madness.
years ago from being favorite shop last
''Unless there's some- ''Frank" to ''Frances." Monday, unamused.
thing I don't know,
''I really wish they
this seems to be just a media hadn't put that sign up there," she
frenzy over nothing," she said.
said.
''I was up in Montreal and they had Was she boycotting? ''No," she
a half-an-hour TV segment about said with regret. ''I can't live withSummers. In Montreal! I said to out my Bizac Block of Goose
myself, 'This is ridiculous, I have Foie Gras. What choice do I
to put up a sign.' "
have?"
And what do the opinionated resi- Back in the store, Cardullo condents of 02138 have to say about sidered the public reaction.
all this?
''I wasn't there when they actually
''The fact is," argued Cambridge put up the sign," she said.
resident, newly arrived from ''Some students apparently yelled
Needham, Teddy Killian, 24, ''the at her [the Cardullo's worker] as
word 'support' is a bit vague.
she was putting up the sign. I
''It's not necessarily the same thing guess it's a more sensitive issue
as saying 'We agree with Dr. Sum- than I had realized.
mers.' Doesn't a mother support her ''I might have opened up a Panchild, come what may?"
dora's box here," she continued.
The older generation took a practi- ''Not intentionally, though."
cal perspective.
Reprinted from the Sunday Globe, March 27
''It's just politics as usual," said former Cambridge resident Helena
Marquez, 57, who now lives in
Somerville.
''Summers might be weakened, but
he's still the president of Harvard
Transgendered Speaking Out

Frances with Billy Costa,
NECN Restaurant Reviewer
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WANT TO ATTEND MISS
VERA’S FOR FREE???
Remember
Miss
Vera at First Event
talk
about
a
television program
that was in the works at her
academy. It’s sort of like an
“Americas Next Top Model” sort
of thing and they want to see if you
have what it takes to make it.
We’ve been contacted by Jonna
W a l s h of G a y R o s e n t h a l
Productions and here’s what
they’re looking for and what you
need to do to get involved:
Casting Transgendered (Both
novice and experienced).A major
network is looking for dynamic
subjects to attend Miss Vera's
Finishing School for Boys Who
Want to Be Girls! All ages and
backgrounds welcome. Please
email photos and answers to the
following questions below to:
jwalsh@grponline.com
●Name, Age, Location
●How long have you been
crossdressing?
●What areas do you feel need the
most help (walking, make-up,
voice)?
●Have you come "out" to your
family/friends?
●Do you have a partner?
●Why would you like to attend a
finishing school?
●Are you interested in cross
dressing full or part-time?
●Do you have a particular dream/
goal we can help make come true
(i.e.
perform on stage, be a bride)?
●Anything else you'd like us to
know about you?
●Would you be willing to be
transformed on camera?
●Could you travel to Manhattan to
participate?
Thanks and we look forward to
hearing from you!
More contact information on page 5
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April Events 2005
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it
is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved."
--William Jennings Bryan

Fri

Sat

1

2

Couples
Friends and
Families
7:30PM

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

27

28

29

30

Daylight Savings Begins Set clocks
ahead one
hour

SpeakOut
Boston
See page 1
For more
details

School
Vacation
Week
Starts

24

Passover

Patriots
Day The TCNE
Running Club will
Step off at Noon
for the Boston
Marathon.. Heels
required!

25

Open Meeting 7-11PM.
Esthetique
Salon demo
7:30PM.

Open
Meeting
7-11PM

Open Meeting
7-11PM
Movie Night
8PM

Open
Meeting
7-11PM.
Board
Meeting
7:30PM

Administrative
Assistants
Day

You Are Not
Alone
7:30PM

You Are Not
Alone
7:30PM

A Time for
Us
7:30PM

SpeakOut
Boston
See page 1
For more
details

Edwards
Twins 8PM
at the
Stoneham
Theatre

